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Prevedere Global 
Intelligence Cloud 



The Prevedere Global Intelligence Cloud 
is an extensive repository containing 
thousands of external data sources. This 
global data includes macroeconomic, 
industry, trade, supply chain, behavioral, 
government and other indicators that form 
the basis for Advanced Predictive Planning.

Prevedere collates, cleanses, indexes, and maintains 
these data sources, many of which will be correlated to be 
leading and lagging indicators of customers’ business.

Prevedere Global
Intelligence Cloud
Millions of external data signals and indicators

Data sources include
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Say goodbye to hours-long Internet searches, questionable sources and incomplete data. 

With the Prevedere Global Intelligence Cloud, companies get a comprehensive set of external leading indicators that are:

Analysis-ready  Clean, current and well-formatted

Context-rich  Tagged with industry, geography and more

Proven  Validated in 1,000s of predictive models

AI-powered  Made more relevant with machine learning

Exclusive  From unique or hard-to-access sources

Companies that leverage the predictive value of external indicators have a market value two to three times higher 
than those that do not. The Prevedere Global Intelligence Cloud makes it easier than ever to find and use data from 
outside an organization’s own four walls.

Extend the value of business planning with indicators

Make smarter business 
decisions, informed by 
real world trends and 
performance drivers

Advance planning 
initiatives in every 

department, from the 
CEO to operations

Quickly access and 
update the right data to 
accelerate time-to-value 

for analytics projects

Include internal 
and external data 
in forecasting and 
planning initiatives

Gain new insignts Empower the enterprise Save valuable time Holistic data sourcing

Go-to source for  
real world data
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Indicator categories

Geography Industry Macro/financial

US Consumer goods & services Macroeconomic (US)

Stock market & financialsCanada Retail & wholesale

Europe & Asia Manufacturing & materials

Travel, hospitality & entertainment

Construction & engineering

Energy & fuels

Industry Macroeconomics Financial Demographics Social Weather

Millions of indicators | 0000s of sources | global coverage | 168 industries & vertical markets | 8 macroeconomic sectors

All-inclusive

Indicators from Prevedere’s Global Intelligence Cloud become the ingredients for econometric prediction models, 
and how organizations incorporate external uncertainty into strategy and planning.
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Contact: (888) 686-7746 or inquiries@prevedere.com

Contact us

Learn more about how Advanced Predictive Planning makes business 
forecasting and planning more holistic, robust and actionable.

Prevedere is the world’s leading provider of global data and 
technology for Advanced Predictive Planning.

The Prevedere Advanced Predictive Planning platform is a patented market-leading 
technology for identifying relevant external factors and creating forward looking 
econometric models. With millions of model-ready data sets from thousands of external 
sources, the Prevedere Global Intelligence Cloud augments internal data to drive 
Advanced Predictive Planning.

Prevedere is trusted by world-leading companies to generate strategic intelligence with 
planning and management tools that enable better risk mitigation and greater opportunity 
development. To learn more, connect with Prevedere or visit prevedere.com




